Generalizing a result of G Beer and a result of E. Elfros, we show that if (X, d) is a separable and completely metrizable metric space, then the hyperspace of X endowed with the Wijsman topology is separable and completely metrizable.
Introduction
In [Be] , G. Beer proved that if (X, ¿) is a separable complete metric space, then the Wijsman topology on the hyperspace of X is Polish, i.e. separable and completely metrizable.
In the same paper, the author emphasizes the essential role played by Polish spaces in descriptive set theory and its applications to measurable multifunctions and probability theory. Thus, the problem of finding Polish topologies for the hyperspace of a Polish space may take on some importance for various mathematical fields.
With the article [Ef] of 1965, E. Effros already provided an effective result in this direction. He established that if X is a Polish space, then considering any totally bounded compatible metric p on X (see for example [En] , Theorem 4.3.5), the Hausdorff topology Hp relative to this metric on the hyperspace of X is Polish. Observe that, by Corollary 5.7 of [BLLN] , for a totally bounded metric space (X, p) the Hausdorff topology Hp and the Wijsman topology wp agree. Therefore the article of Effros is, in fact, the first to endow the hyperspace of a Polish space with a (suitable) Polish Wijsman topology.
The aim of our paper is to prove that if X is a Polish space, then for every compatible metric d on X the relative Wijsman topology wd on the collection of all closed (nonempty) subsets of X is Polish. This result clearly generalizes both the preceding ones, but it cannot be automatically deduced from either of them, as, of course, equivalent metrics on a set X may give rise to different Wijsman topologies on the hyperspace of X (see, in particular, Theorems 5 and 5' of [CLZ] ). Let us note that, in a similar vein, A. Barbati proved that the Wijsman hyperspace of an analytic space X is analytic, for any choice of a 2. Definitions and basic results Let (X, ¿) be a metric space and co(X) the collection of all closed nonemtpy subsets of X. Following [Be] , section 3, we will define the Wijsman topology on Co(X) as the weak topology generated by {d(x, -)\x £ X} , where each d(x, •) denotes the functional from c0(X) to [0, +00) associating to every A £ c0(X) the nonnegative real number d(x, A). As observed in the same section of [Be] , having fixed any dense subset D of X, the collection {d(x, -)~l(a, ß)\x £ D, a, ß rational, a < ß} = {{A £ c0(X)\a <d(x, A) < ß}\x £D, a, ß rational, a < ß} serves as our canonical subbase for wd .
For every x £ X and every a, ß £R with a < ß , we will define
thus each sfx>a,ß is an open subset of (co(X), wd) and A= Wx,a,ß\x £D, a, ß rational, a < ß} is our canonical subbase for (co(X), wd). Moreover, for every x £ X and e > 0 we define sé~t -{A £ co(X)\d(x, A) < e} and s/x+e -{A £ co(X)\d(x, A) > e}, which are, as well, open subsets of (co(X), wd). '_ Now, let (X, d) be the completion of (X, ¿). As D is dense in X, it is dense in X too, and the collection À = {s/x¡aj\x £ D, a, ß rational, a < ß} -where £^<,a<,/?< = {A £ c0(X)\a' < d(x', A) < ß'} for every x' £ X and a'J'eR with a' < ß'-is our canonical subbase for Co(X). Similarly, we will define for every x £ X and e > 0: ^/x"e -{A £ Co(X)\ d(x, A) < e} and s/x+E = {A £ Co(X)\d(x, A) > e} which are, in turn, open subsets of (co(X), wf).
Finally, define the map j : co(X) -» Co(X) as j(A) = Cl~(A). We will show that j is a topological embedding of (c0(X), wd) into (c0(X), w¿). [Note that in the paper of Effros it is proved, in an analogous situation, that j is a topological embedding of (co(X), Hd) into (co(A'), Hd)-]
To prove injectivity, take A, A' £ co(X) with A ^ A', and suppose for instance that there exists x £ A\A' : as A' is closed in X, we see that x $ Cl-(A') = j(A'), and hence 3 (A) ± j~(A').
Concerning continuity, consider first that for every y £ X and every M ç X we have d(y, M) -d(y, Cl~(M)) ; thus it is easy to see that for every x £ D and every pair a, ß of rational numbers with a < ß we have j~~x(stfx,a,ft) -■&x,a,ß ■ Finally, to prove the open character of 3 onto its range, observe that, by injectivity, it will suffice to show that the image of every element of A js open in j(c0(X)).
In fact, for every sfx,aj € A we have j(s/x>0¡tfi) = £?x,a,ß n 3(co(X)).
The main theorem
Let (X, d) be a separable completely metrizable space, and D = {xm\m £ Z+} be a countable dense subset of X. Denoting, as above, by (X, d) the completion of (X, ¿), we know that X is a GVsubset of X (see [En] , Theorem 4.3.24). Thus there exists a sequence (Fn)"ez+ of closed subsets of X suchthat X\X = U/i€Z+ Fn ■ We wish to prove that (cq(X) , wd) is a Polish space. Since we found that the map j: (cq(X), wd) -* (co(X), w¿) is a topological embedding, and (cq(X) , wd) is a Polish space by [Be] , we only have to show that j(cq(X)) is a G g -subset of (c0(X), wf). Before establishing the opposite inclusion, it is convenient to state a result which will be needed in the proof.
Lemma. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and (Fn)neZ+ a sequence of closed subsets of X ; put F = (jn€Z+ F" . Suppose D is a closed subset of X contained in F . Then : Vx e D: Ve > 0: 3y G Sj(x, e) n D: 3S > 0: 3n £ Z+ : Sd(y ,â)f)DçFn.
Proof. The set Sd(x, e) n D is a Baire space, as a (/¿-subset of X. From Sd(x ,e)r\D = \J"Zi((Sd(x ,e)nD)n F"), we obtain that there exist zz € Z+ , v 6 (Sd(x,e) n ¿>) n P" and <*' > 0 such that Sd(y, S') n (Sd(x, e) n D) ç (Sd(x ,e)nD)nF"çF".
Putting ô = min{¿', e-d(x, y)} gives the result. D
We can now complete the proof of (V). We have to show that if C € Co(X)\j(co(X)), then there exist m, zz, p £ Z+ such that C £ &m,n,p ■ Indeed, if C £ j(co(A')), then C ^ C/~(CnI) and hence we can find x £ C\Cl~(CnX) ; choose r > 0 such that Sd(x, r) does not meet CnX, and put D = CnSj(x, (l/2)r). It follows that D is closed in X and that Dr\X = 0, i.e. D ç Á>\Ar = U«6Z+ ^n • Applying the lemma [with F = X\X, x = x and e = (l/2)r] we see that there exist y £ D, S > 0 and ïï e Z+ such that d(x,y)<(l/2)r and moreover, S can be so chosen that
Take o with 0 < rj < ô and p £ Z+ such that cr < l/(p + 1) and l/p < ô-o.
Finally, let m £ Z+ be such that (0) d(xm,y)<o.
We will prove that C ^ &m,ñ,p ■ First, it is clear that, since y £ D ç C, we obtain rf(xs, C) < rf(x", y) < a < l/(p + 1) and hence C 0 .ßf+ w,"+I) ■ To show that C i (Sd(Xñ,l/p)\F"-)-, i.e. that Cr\Sd(xjñ, l/p) ÇF"-,it will suffice [by (*) ] to establish that CnSjixm, l/p) çDnSjCy, Ô) = CnS¿(x, (l/2)r)nSd(y, ô).
Note that the last set is equal to C n Sd(y, Ô), because Sd(y, S) ç Sd(x, (l/2)r) Ç Sd(x, (l/2)r) ; indeed, if z is such that d(y, z) < ô, we deduce by (#) that d(x, z) < d(x, y)+d(y, z) < ¿(x, y) + (l/2)r-¿(=, y) = (l/2)r. Thus we will complete the proof by showing that Sd(xjf¡, l/p) ç Sd(y, S).
Let z £ X be such that d(x-¡=, z) < l/p : as l/p < 6 -o , we conclude by (0) that d(y, z) < d(y, xm) + ¿(x^, z)<a + S-o = ô. a
Final observations
As remarked in [Be] , p. 1129, for every metric space (X, d) the complete metrizability of A' is a necessary condition for the Wijsman topology (co(X), wd) to be completely metrizable [since X can be embedded in (co(X), wd) as a closed subset]. As it is well known that separability of (X, d) is equivalent to metrizability of (co(X), wd) (see [LL] , Theorem 3.5), we can state the result of the preceding section in the following form: Theorem 1. For every metric space (X, d), the space (co(X), wd) is Polish if and only if X is Polish.
In the literature, there exists a classical way to extend the Wijsman topology to the whole collection c(X) of closed subsets of a metric space (X, d) (see for instance [LL] , section 1); following such a definition, a fundamental system of neighbourhoods for the empty set is given by all collections of the form j^+£, with x £ X and e > 0 (where we put d(x, 0) = +00 for every x £ X). This extension is still Tx (and completely regular); in particular, cq(X) is open in c(X). Moreover, separability of X still implies separability and metrizability of (c(X), wd) ([FLL], Theorem 4.2). These results allow us to extend Theorem 1 to c(X). Conversely, if X is Polish, then (co(X), wd) is Polish. Consider a metrizable compactification Jf of (c(X), wd), which must exist as (c(X), wd) is separable and metrizable. Then (co(X), wd) is a (/¿-subset of 3? (see [En] , Theorem 4.3.24). Thus c(X) -co(X) U {0} is in turn a (/¿-subset of Jif, and hence is completely metrizable. G Note that the last argument of this proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [Be] . Nevertheless, local compactness is not necessary for a separable metrizable space to have a metrizable compactification.
